






 

 

Skill Explanation 

The skip is a rhythmical, cross lateral movement involving a step - hop on one leg, then transference of 
weight to the other foot to repeat the pattern. Skipping is often a spontaneous reaction to rhythm, music 
or feelings of happiness. It is often included in dancing and the footwork is basic to numerous sports. 

 

Skill Example 

Watch this video link to learn how to Skip! 
Link 

How to show us! 

Please create a video of yourself doing this skill and upload it to your class dojo portfolio.  
 
Send Mrs Bastick or Miss Stumpf (whoever teaches you for PE) a dojo message to let us know that you 
have completed it. 
 
In your video please include: 

Let us know something you found interesting about this task.  
What challenges did you face? How did you overcome them? 
Did/Can you modify it?  
How did your body feel before and after the task? 
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https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/Hoz2m7gvroo?playlist=Hoz2m7gvroo&autoplay=1&iv_load_policy=3&loop=1&modestbranding=1&start=


 

 



When T-Rex sniffed a fl ower,

did he notice the small thing

that fl uttered by with pollened feet

and splendid coloured wings?

Did he know that this small creature

was helping spread the seed,

growing plants, for growing beasts,

allowing them to feed?

And although all the dinosaurs

no longer walk the ground,

the winged farmer still tends the sky,

spreading life around.

by Liz Kingham

Prehistoric butterfly

Kandimalal is a large crater in the Kimberley region of Western 
Australia, 145 kilometres from the town of Halls Creek. Scientists 
say that Kandimalal was formed about 300 000 years ago when a 
meteorite struck the earth.

Measuring some 880 metres across and about 60 metres deep, 
Kandimalal is the second largest meteorite crater in the world. The 
crater used to be 150 metres deeper, but it has since been fi lled 
with wind-blown sand from the Great Sandy Desert. Although 
the area is arid, rainfall collects in the centre of the crater, and this 
allows trees to grow there.

Kandimalal has long been a part of the Dreaming of the local 
Djaru people. One of the stories says that a rainbow serpent 
slithered through the earth and came to the surface in the centre of 
the crater.

The fi rst time Kandimalal was seen from above was in 1947 during 
an aerial survey of the region. The area around the crater became a 
national park in 1969 and has since become popular with tourists 
who have four-wheel drive vehicles.

Kandimalal
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Rules and laws tell us what we can and cannot do. 
Choose a rule or law that you think needs to change. 

It could be a home or school rule. It could be a rule 
of a game or sport. It could be a law that everyone 
has to follow. The change should make the rule or 
law better.

Write to convince a reader why this rule or law should 
be changed.

•	  Start with an introduction. 
An introduction lets a reader know what you are 
going to write about.

•	 	Write your opinion on the topic. 
Give reasons for your opinion.  
Explain your reasons.

•	 	Finish with a conclusion. 
A conclusion sums up your reasons so that  
a reader is convinced of your opinion.

Remember to:

•	 plan	your	writing
•	 use	paragraphs	to	organise	your	ideas
•	 write	in	sentences
•	 	choose	your	words	carefully	to	convince	a	 

reader of your opinion
•	 pay	attention	to	your	spelling	and	punctuation
•	 check	and	edit	your	writing	so	it	is	clear.

Change a rule or law 
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